EGG CARTON MASK

All you need is an egg carton, scissors, some paint or markers, some string and tape. The cutting of the masks is a little bit fiddly and needs to be done by an adult with a sharp pair of scissors.

Next comes the hard part – carefully cut out the centre of each egg hole. This is not necessary if you plan to hang your mask on the wall and use it as a decoration. Now it is time to add colors and texture to your art piece!

You can paint your mask inside and out, but you could use markers or leave it plain. Once the paint is dry, you can add feathers, rhinestones, leaves or frilly paper eyebrows for fun! You can glue or tape these pieces onto the mask. Finally, punch two small holes on each side of the mask with a pencil, attach a length of string to each side, and you are ready to go!
Paint, paper "feathers", beads, shells, rhinestones, tulle fabric.

Leaves, marker, white paper.

Paint, felt fabric, erasers, pine cones.
Masks

Online Resources:
https://www.mexican-folk-art-guide.com/Mexican-masks.html#.XtPn9mjYrrc

Reading list:
Amazing Masks to Make Yourself, Book
25 Projects for Funny and Frightening Faces to Wear!
by Smith, Thomasina

How to Make Masks!, Book
Easy New Way to Make A Mask for Masquerade, Halloween and Dress-up Fun, With
Just Two Layers of Fast-setting Paper Mache
by Good, Jonni

Make your Own Masks, Book
by D'Cruz, Anna-Marie

What Can You Do With A Paper Bag?, Book
Hats, Wigs, Masks, Crowns, Helmets and Headdresses Inspired by Artworks From the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
by Cressy, Judith